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ABSTRACT
The paper reports an implementation of Single System Image Server Cluster (SSISC). The Servers have been configured with same MAC and IP addresses and are connected through a two layer switch. Implementation has been done by modifying iptables and recompiling the linux kernel. This implementation has been tested for performance using WebStone. WebStone is a highly-configurable client-server benchmark for HTTP servers. This implementation removes a possibility of single point failure of web cluster. The implementation automatically detects newly added and failed server and hence reliable. The test indicates that requests are distributed to servers in the cluster, depends on the policy of distribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A common technique used to build a high capacity web server is to use a cluster of server machines with a centralized dispatcher. The dispatcher receives all incoming requests and distributes them to one of the servers.

II. Materials & Methods
2.1 Methods Used
All machines in a cluster are having the same IP and MAC address, to avoid the need for router configuration in ONE-IP. This design is called the “Clone Cluster” [5] in this method all machines in the cluster are perfect images. All machines are attached to a shared-medium Ethernet LAN using simple 2 layer Enterasys VH-2402S2 switch [2] so that all packets are seen by all machines. The Linux kernel of each machine is modified and recompiled. This modification is done to provide machines with same MAC address with switch. The Clone Cluster configuration (Fig 1) is the same as ONE-IP, but no changes in the router are required. This method automatically detects newly added server. Failure of any server does not affect the system, so definitely the reliability is improved. Connection is established randomly with any machine in clone cluster.

2.2 Server Configuration with two layer switch
The cluster machines are attached to a two layer switch [4]. As two-layer switches are needed of having different source MAC address on all of that switch port. To defend this conflict the source MAC address for the packets which are outgoing and present in Ethernet header are changed to the different MAC address then the kernel for each machine just because of this its recompilation and installation is done. This thing avoid the switch by getting the image of MAC address because if the MAC address is duplicated then all the packets will not delivered properly on switch port. The packets which are incoming present in Ethernet header they have same MAC address which is as of destination address and the packets which are outgoing they also present in the Ethernet header but they have MAC address of virtual machine which is as of source address. The switch changes its MAC vs. port table by keeping source address in Ethernet header. Thus switch not having clustered’s copied MAC address. The client requires cluster’s copied MAC address for communication. The client form an ARP [6][5] request to get cluster’s copied MAC address. The structure of ARP packet is shown in figure 2. The ARP reply packet needs updating to avoid switch from getting cluster’s actual MAC address. The ARP reply packet from cluster needs updating to avoid switch from getting cluster’s actual MAC address. The ARP header contains cluster’s IP and copied MAC address as source address & client’s MAC and IP address as destination address. The Ethernet header in ARP reply packet contains clients MAC address as destination address and cluster machine’s virtual MAC address as source address. Thus the difference

Fig 1 : Configuration for Clone Cluster
in source MAC address in Ethernet and ARP header prevents the switch from getting cluster’s copied MAC address contained in ARP header and at the same time provide cluster’s copied MAC address to the client that is contained in ARP header. The switch gets the virtual MAC address of each machine.

### III. Implementation

#### 3.1 Implementing duplicate addresses

All standard Ethernet adapters contain a different burned-in MAC address. This address can be over-ridden by a locally administered address. Linux shell commands [6] can be used to assign a locally administered address.

The Ethernet cards on different machines are having with the same MAC address and attach the same secondary IP address to these interfaces. Before a host attaches a new IP address to its Ethernet card, it checks that no other host on the same LAN is using that IP address. If same IP address is found, both machines are informed and warnings are issued. When there are two machines with the same primary IP address, ARP detects this inconsistency and issues warning. A ARP packet is sent during initialization. Gratuitous ARP is an ARP packet with destination as broadcast address and the source address as the IP address of the machine. Its basic purpose is to announce the IP address of the new machine on the LAN. If there is another machine with the same IP already existing on the LAN then it comes to know of this machine using the same IP and issue a warning. To avoid detection of the duplicate IP address in the Clone Cluster, the ifup file in /sbin directory is modified. This modification prevents any action on detection of duplicate IP.

#### 3.2 TCP connection

The transport layer provides a flow of data between two hosts, for the application layer. In TCP/IP protocol suite there are two vastly different transport protocols; TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol). TCP is a connection-oriented protocol. The three-way TCP handshake (fig 5) completes the connection establishment. The requesting end (normally called the client) sends a SYN segment.

### IV. Results and Discussion

#### 4.1 Evaluation Experiments

Two experiments were done to know the performance of the Clone Cluster using three load balancing policies.

**Baseline experiment:** This experiment baselines the performance of a single server machine. The Web Stone benchmark was used. Response time and server throughput were measured.

**Two machine cluster experiment:** This experiment measures the improvement (over a single machine) in response time and server throughput for a two machine Clone Cluster. The experimental setup was the same as for the baseline experiment.

#### 4.2 Evaluation Results

Figure 4 shows the results for the one (baseline) and figure 5 & 6 for the two machine cluster experiments. The measurements are taken from Web Stone run log files. Figure 4 shows that the server throughput and average response time for one machine plateaus at about 150 clients. Further increases in load increases average response time and server throughput. This shows that the satisfaction point for the cluster has been reached.

Figure 8 shows the server throughput and average response time for two machine cluster by using the policy to distribute the client requests by load. Similarly, figure 6 shows the server throughput and average response time for two machine cluster for random distribution of client requests. The two machine cluster removes the saturation point for one machine cluster.
Fig4: performance analysis baseline experiment

Fig5: performance analysis of two machine experiment (by load policy)

Fig6: Performance analysis of two machine experiment (by random policy)

Fig7: Average Response Time Vs Number of Clients

Fig8: Server Throughput Vs Number of Clients
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